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Chapter 1221: i seriously suspect that there’s a problem with your aesthetics 

  

fang ziqian’s big eyes blinked twice. ” i’m just … going to the toilet. if you don’t let me go, you’re trying 

to suffocate me to death!” 

bai shixun did not believe her at all. ” stop trying to fool me. the room you’re staying in is also a VIP 

special ward with its own bathroom! why would i need to run out to use the toilet?” 

“but, the toilet in my room is broken! i’m in a hurry and can’t wait to find someone to fix it, so i can only 

go and solve it first.” ” if you don’t believe me, why don’t you come to my place and take a look? ” fang 

ziqian added after she had finished her explanation. 

“you’re not lying to me?” bai shixun furrowed his brows as he looked at the innocent-looking little 

woman in his arms. 

“why would i lie to you?” fang ziqian asked. besides, i’m wearing a patient’s garb, so how can i leave the 

hospital? the hospital’s guards will stop me if they see me, okay?” 

bai shixun thought about it and agreed. 

he was wearing a patient’s garb, which meant that he had not completed the discharge procedures. 

in a private hospital with strict management, it was impossible to let such a patient leave. 

bai shixun heaved a sigh of relief and realized that he might have been too nervous. 

the arms that were wrapped around fang ziqian’s waist loosened a little, but he did not let her go. he 

adjusted his position to a more comfortable one and said,”you’re smart! you just need to stay by your 

man’s side obediently in the future. keep it up!” 

fang ziqian agreed perfunctorily. 

seeing bai shixun’s gradually relaxed side profile, he sighed in his heart. 
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in fact, bai shixun was right. she did want to leave secretly. 

she … was just an orphan. she was not a good match for the high and mighty second young master bai. 

old master bai had once said that he had already arranged for bai shixun to meet a lady from a 

prestigious family. once bai xinxin’s matter was settled, he would arrange for them to be engaged … 

however, she wasn’t brainless. she naturally knew how dangerous it was to leave in the middle of the 

night. moreover, it was meaningless. how could she just slip away? 

even if he wanted to leave, he would have to wait until he returned to china and officially resign … 



fang ziqian’s mind was in turmoil. she was afraid that her expression would reveal her emotions, so she 

deliberately lowered her head. 

this time, bai shixun was not satisfied. he reached out his hand again and lifted her chin. ” qianqian, why 

aren’t you looking at me? do you think i’m not as handsome as before because i’m injured and don’t 

look good?” 

fang ziqian choked. ” you … can you not be so narcissistic! i didn’t stare at you all the time in the past, 

did i? we all have one nose and two eyes, what’s there to see?” 

second young master bai was still the same old man! 

she was not used to being so affectionate just now and thought that bai shixun was possessed by an 

alien! 

when bai shixun heard that, he was even more dissatisfied. he immediately brought up the past. ” 

qianqian, have you always disliked my type? i remember now. the female employees who entered the 

company for the first time couldn’t take their eyes off me when they saw me. you’re the only one who 

treated me like air! i seriously suspect that there’s a problem with your aesthetic. look at it more 

carefully and you must fall in love with this face, understand?” 

bai shixun ignored fang ziqian’s objection and struggle. he firmly pinched her chin and forced her to 

stare at him. 

fang ziqian was speechless. 

however, her heart skipped a beat when she saw bai shixun’s handsome face that was approaching her. 

she wanted to look away, but she couldn’t. 

Chapter 1222: three seconds of being touched 

  

this face … was never air to her. 

bai shixun would never know how many times she had secretly hidden in a corner to look at him when 

he was asleep. 

although that perfect and handsome face always had a frivolous smile on it, it could still easily cause her 

mood to fluctuate. 

if she had not repeatedly reminded herself that bai shixun was a playboy and had no moral integrity, she 

might have become a die-hard fan of the president like the other female colleagues in the company … 

fang ziqian looked into bai shixun’s dark eyes and felt as if she was being sucked into them. 

at this moment, bai shixun’s familiar cheeky laughter rang in her ears. ” how was it? did you see it clearly 

this time? looking at your expression, this time … you should be very satisfied with my appearance? did 

she realize that there was a problem with her previous aesthetic sense? it’s okay, everyone makes 

mistakes when they’re young, just change …” 



“your head! there’s never been a problem with my aesthetic sense!” fang ziqian was exasperated. 

he was really touched for less than three seconds. 

bai shixun was still as annoying as before! 

she even missed the dying second young master bai in the warehouse. 

bai shixun furrowed his brows. ” still not satisfied? then i can only sacrifice my body!” 

“what sacrifice …” he said. 
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fang ziqian was stunned. before she could react, she saw the handsome face that was already very close 

to her suddenly come even closer. the man’s thin lips were directly on her lips. 

once again, he took her breath away. 

this kiss wasn’t as passionate as before. it was more of a flirtatious one. 

at this moment, the door of the ward was suddenly pushed open. 

“what’s going on? why didn’t the security guard at the entrance see little qianqian? where on earth did 

she go? i’m so anxious! could there be an accident?” luo chenxi’s obviously anxious voice was heard. 

mu yichen hugged her and said in a deep voice,”don’t be anxious. i’ve already asked the hospital to 

check the surveillance cameras. in a moment …” 

his voice stopped abruptly. 

the three of them widened their eyes and stared at the man and woman kissing on the bed. 

fang ziqian suddenly woke up and pushed him away … 

“aiyo ….. d * mn! fang ziqian, you’re trying to murder your husband!” 

bai shixun covered the wound on his shoulder and screamed in pain. 

only then did fang ziqian realize what she had done. she quickly went to help him up. ” bai shixun, you … 

are you okay? ” 

bai shixun snorted and was about to say something when he heard he jinsi say, ” ” you guys … so you’ve 

already found her. why didn’t you call us and tell us? we’ve been looking for you for a long time. ” 

the corners of mu yichen’s lips curled up. ” after all, some people lose their humanity when they’re with 

someone of the opposite sex. they’re only concerned about hugging and being intimate with their 

woman. how would they remember that they have brothers? it’s our bad luck to have such a friend.” 

bai shixun’s eyes widened as he looked at mu yichen in shock. ” mu yichen, how do you have the nerve 

to say such things? are you talking about yourself?” 

mu yichen’s face darkened. ” is this the attitude you should have when talking to your savior? ” 



“tsk, what kind of friendship do the three of us have? aren’t you being too pretentious by saying thank 

you?” bai shixun did not think so. 

the three of them understood what he meant. 

they had grown up together since they were young, and they were friends who had gone through life 

and death together. if mu yichen and he jinsi were the ones in danger today, he would have done his 

best to save them. 

“you’re right. i’m relieved to see that you’re fine,” mu yichen said. 

as he spoke, he strode to bai shixun and patted him on the shoulder like a good brother. 

this time, it happened to hit bai shixun’s wound. 

“hiss …! mu yichen, you … you’re ruthless!” ” ah! ” bai shixun screamed again. 

this was definitely a naked revenge! 

Chapter 1223: you’re actually speaking up for another man? 

  

mu yichen only retracted his hand unhurriedly when he saw bai shixun’s face contorted from the pain. 

“what’s going on?” he asked, feigning surprise. are your wounds not healed yet? i thought you were fine 

when i saw you and secretary fang kissing each other … i was wrong, i’m really sorry …” 

although he said that, he did not look apologetic at all. 

how dare bai shixun mock him! 

didn’t he know that he had long found him an eyesore? 

he had already found an excuse to press the stupid woman on the bed tonight. this should be the prime 

time for him to hug his wife to sleep. 

if it was not to save bai shixun, would he have to run around so miserably? 

bai shixun still dared to show off his love in front of him, he was really asking for a beating! 

bai shixun glared at mu yichen with a sullen expression. he was not convinced in his heart. 

when it came to dog abuse, mu yichen was obviously the one who abused the most. ever since he 

married his wife, he had been spreading dog food all over the world. he had no sense of public morality 

at all! 

however, his injuries had yet to recover, so he could not defeat mu yichen. in addition, mu yichen had 

genuinely saved his life … he could only endure it. 

luo chenxi could not stand it any longer. she walked over and grabbed mu yichen’s hand before she 

pulled him back. 
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“alright, yichen, what are you doing? second young master bai is already injured, and you still dare to 

bully him! are you guys really good brothers? now that second young master bai is awake and little 

qianqian has been found, we should not disturb their rest since everyone is tired from a long day …” 

mu yichen squinted his eyes at once and glared at luo chenxi. ” stupid woman, don’t forget that i’m your 

man! you’re actually speaking up for another man?” 

luo chenxi blinked her eyes. 

how could he be jealous? 

it was not that she wanted to help bai shixun, but in fact, she hated bai shixun before today! 

however, on the way to the hospital today, she had just heard the confession from luo xiong. 

in this kidnapping incident, second young master bai’s behavior had really surprised her. 

he was such a frivolous young master, yet he had risked his life to protect her little qianqian … this had 

changed luo chenxi’s opinion of him greatly! 

for the sake of little qianqian, of course, she would not let her husband bully bai shixun. 

“i’m just telling the truth, okay? when did i help other men?” luo chenxi knew that mu yichen was 

amenable to coaxing but not coercion, so she lowered her voice and tugged at his arm while swaying it 

back and forth coquettishly. ” of course, i’m on my husband’s side! hubby, you’re so handsome tonight, 

especially when you’re shooting in a suit. you’re so handsome that i’m bleeding!” 

“hmph, you have good taste.” 

mu yichen’s manly heart was satisfied when he saw luo chenxi looking at him with starry eyes. the 

corners of his lips were curled upward. 

he could not be bothered to argue with bai shixun anymore. he grabbed her slender waist and led her to 

the door. 

although it was already late at night, there was still some time before dawn. 

if they rushed back to the hotel now, they still had time to finish what they couldn’t finish before … 

mu yichen was having wishful thinking in his heart, yet he did not expect that luo chenxi would not 

cooperate at all. 

when she sensed that mu yichen was about to leave, she stretched out her hand in an attempt to pry his 

arm away from her waist. 

“wait a minute, mu yichen. you … you should go back to the hotel by yourself to rest! i want to stay here 

and accompany little qianqian!” 

mu yichen’s face darkened once again. ” what did you say? you’re going to stay in the hospital?” 

Chapter 1224: karma! 

  



luo chenxi nodded in a matter-of-fact manner. 

“that’s right. little qianqian was so frightened today that she barely managed to escape. how can i be at 

ease leaving her alone in the hospital, and in a foreign country at that! of course, i’m going to stay and 

accompany her. ” 

mu yichen pursed his lips. he felt depressed in his heart. ” you’re not a doctor or a nurse. what’s the 

point of you staying? he couldn’t help! besides, wasn’t bai shixun still in the hospital? he’ll be more than 

happy to help you look after secretary fang. why are you staying here and being a third wheel?” 

luo chenxi’s petite face was tense. she said in an unpleasant tone, ” “what do you mean you can’t help? 

i’m little qianqian’s best friend, so of course i have to accompany her at a time like this! as for second 

young master bai … he’s still seriously injured. how would he have the energy to care about little 

qianqian?” 

“oh, really? i can see that he’s full of energy and is very willing to take care of it!” mu yichen’s cold gaze 

swept across bai shixun. 

bai shixun was gloating at him. 

he almost burst out laughing on the spot when he heard that mu yichen was rejected by his wife. 

was mu yichen not taking revenge on him on purpose? didn’t she insist on interrupting him from being 

intimate with fang ziqian? 

it was his wife’s turn to cast him aside so quickly. 

it was really karma! 

he noticed mu yichen’s gaze and quickly coughed twice. ” ahem, this … yichen’s right. i’m here in the 

hospital … ” 

even though he really wanted to see mu yichen suffer a loss, he could not remain silent for the sake of 

his own happiness. 
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however, before he could finish his sentence, the doctor pushed the door open and entered. 

seeing so many people squeezed in the ward, she immediately shouted angrily. 

“gentlemen and ladies, what are you all doing here? this was a hospital, a ward! can you please abide by 

the hospital’s rules and let the patient recuperate well and not make any noise? it’s already so late, the 

visiting relatives can go back now, don’t disturb the patient’s rest. and … wasn’t mr. bai the only patient 

in this room? what’s wrong with the lady on the bed?” 

fang ziqian’s face reddened immediately when the doctor mentioned her. 

she quickly supported her body and sat up. 

“ah, i’m sorry, doctor. i’m only here to see mr. bai …” 



“you must be miss fang? please go back to your ward and stop running around! just now, in order to find 

you, the entire hospital’s staff was mobilized. don’t forget that this is a hospital, not a hotel! if you want 

to make out, you can wait until you’re discharged from the hospital. it’s not appropriate to do it here!” 

the doctor was an old-fashioned foreign man, and his words were impolite. 

in china, there were not many doctors who dared to speak to second young master bai in such a way. 

however, in country F, the other party had less scruples. 

fang ziqian was so embarrassed by his words that she lowered her head and stood up quickly. 

seeing that she was about to leave, bai shixun immediately frowned and reached out to pull her. ” 

qianqian, ignore this old man. we’re only staying in the same ward. i’d like to see what he can do! ” 

he had always been fearless, and did not think that it was a big deal to be seen being intimate. 

however, fang ziqian was a shy person. she glared at him and pushed him to the side. 

luo chenxi walked over in a timely manner and supported fang ziqian. ” alright, it’s a deal! ” i’ll stay 

overnight in the hospital and take care of little qianqian. you can all go back now!” 

Chapter 1225: bai shixun was simply poisonous! 

  

mu yichen’s face was filled with unwillingness. 

however, luo chenxi’s attitude was so firm that he could not do anything to this stupid woman. 

he could not help but glare at bai shixun again, blaming this on second young master bai. 

seeing that his injuries had yet to recover, he would let it go first and settle the score when he was 

discharged from the hospital! 

bai shixun was not afraid of him at all. 

he was a little upset that fang ziqian refused to sleep with him. 

however, on second thought, fang ziqian was still traumatized by what had happened in the afternoon. 

he couldn’t touch her in the first place, so he couldn’t guarantee how much self-control he would have if 

he really slept next to her. it was a good thing to sleep separately tonight. 

of course, the most important thing was that she could drag mu yichen down with her and watch him 

suffer with her. 

this feeling was too good! 

…… 

mu yichen and he jinsi returned to the hotel. 

luo chenxi helped fang ziqian back to her ward. 
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the nurse helped her set up a small bed on the side so that she could stay with her for the night. 

then, she checked fang ziqian again, made her take her medicine, and lay down. she turned off the lights 

and went out. 

luo chenxi was lying on the small bed when she suddenly called out softly, ” “little qianqian, little 

qianqian, are you asleep?” 

” no… ” fang ziqian replied in an even lower voice. 

luo chenxi thought for a moment before she said, ” little qianqian, i should apologize to you. i’m the one 

who started this mess. if it weren’t for me, you and second young master bai wouldn’t have fallen into 

luo chenxin’s trap. you wouldn’t have been kidnapped and almost … almost lost your lives! ” ” the 

person luo chen wants to take revenge on is me. you’re all implicated by me … ” 

“it’s alright, little wei xi, don’t say that! it’s luo chenxin’s own vicious thoughts. you didn’t do anything 

wrong.” fang ziqian said. 

luo chenxi was silent for a moment. she was interested to ask fang ziqian about how she was almost 

bullied. 

as a girl, and a girl who had been robbed of her innocence by a stranger, she knew very well how much 

this matter hurt a woman. 

although simon and the others did not succeed, they could still imagine what kind of situation fang 

ziqian was in and how scared she must have been. 

luo chenxi felt a sense of fear just by thinking about it. 

however, after thinking for a while, she still didn’t say anything. 

since fang ziqian didn’t show anything, she decided not to say anything. it would be bad if she provoked 

fang ziqian. 

” oh right, little qianqian, i’ve always wanted to ask you this. are you and second young master bai really 

dating? ” luo chenxi thought of another matter and asked the question directly. 

fang ziqian was stunned. ” no, we’re not dating! you … where did you hear this rumor from?!” 

luo chenxi said,’i didn’t hear rumors! i heard bai shixun telling my husband that he has already wooed 

you and that you’re his boyfriend!” 

“how could you believe such words … bai shixun’s mouth has no ivory!” 

“of course i didn’t believe it at first, but just now in the ward … ahem, you were already like that, so i 

had no choice but to believe it!” there was a smile in luo chenxi’s voice. 

fang ziqian’s face turned red in an instant, and she felt her cheeks start to burn. 

when she recalled the scene of her kissing bai shixun on the hospital bed, she wanted to dig a hole and 

hide in it! 

bai shixun was simply poisonous! 



she must have been poisoned or taken the wrong medicine at that time. she actually thought that he 

was very sexy and alluring, and even kissed him so hard that they couldn’t bear to part … 

Chapter 1226: -little wei xi’s husband-controlling technique 

  

had it not been for luo chenxi and the rest who suddenly came in, she did not know how long she would 

have been kissing bai shixun … 

“that was definitely … definitely an accident! yes, an accident! the two of us were too … too excited … 

that’s why we’re like this …” 

luo chenxi blinked. ” oh, so you’re saying that we can hug and kiss each other when we’re excited? and 

you’re hugging me so tightly that your hands are inside my clothes. a few buttons of my hospital gown 

have fallen off …” 

“luo chenxi! why did you describe it in such detail? do you think you’re writing erotic novels? if you’re 

not satisfied, then go home and find your husband!” 

fang ziqian growled angrily, feeling as if her entire face was on fire. 

at the moment, she was most grateful that it was late at night. her surroundings were pitch-black, so luo 

chenxi could not see the blush on her face. 

otherwise … she would have no choice but to dig a hole in the ground! 

“tsk, tsk. little qianqian, are you shy? what did you say when you encouraged me to pounce on my 

husband? what do you mean seven times a night … i thought you were an experienced driver! it turns 

out that you’re only so-so!” 

“shut up! no one will think you’re mute if you don’t speak!” fang ziqian said angrily. 

luo chenxi chuckled to herself. she knew that fang ziqian would really get angry if she continued teasing 

her, so she had no choice but to let her off. 

after a moment of silence, he became serious and continued to ask, ” “little qianqian, how do you feel 

about bai shixun? do you like him?” 

“why … why are you asking this?” fang ziqian’s face turned red again. 
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“i’m just concerned about you!” luo chenxi said,”i think i’ve misunderstood bai shixun in the past. even 

though he … even though he doesn’t seem very reliable, he’s actually a responsible man.”  i can still 

protect you at critical moments. besides, i’ve heard about second young master bai from my husband. i 

realized that he’s actually a graduate from a famous school and is very talented. he’s different from 

what he looks like on the surface and can barely match you …” 

fang ziqian pursed her lips and said,”little wei xi, you’ve changed!” you weren’t like this in the past, you 

wouldn’t be in a hurry to sell your best friend! now, you can’t wait to sell me off!” 



in reality, she was well aware of what luo chenxi had just said. 

she would only know more about bai shixun than luo chenxi. 

not only did he know about bai shixun’s academic qualifications, hobbies, and specialties, but he also 

knew about bai shixun’s achievements since he took over the bai family. 

furthermore, he also knew about the complicated relationships between all the relatives of the bai 

family. 

and all of second young master bai’s rumored girlfriends … 

luo chenxi said with a smile, ” it’s not that i’ve changed. it’s your own heart that’s wavering. i’m only 

speaking out your thoughts on your behalf! ” do you dare to say that you don’t have any feelings for 

second master bai?” 

fang ziqian fell silent, realizing that everything she said was wrong … 

luo chenxi did not take it to heart. she continued, ” “speaking of which, you were the one who taught 

me last time that if i like someone, i should be brave! didn’t you say it before? when she met a man who 

looked to her liking, she would just pounce on him directly. it wasn’t a loss to sleep with him! [ bai 

shixun’s face should be in line with your aesthetic … ] don’t deny it, i know you very well!” 

fang ziqian’s words of denial were stuck in her throat. 

he immediately looked depressed. 

everything luo chenxi said sounded very familiar. 

it seemed to be the same words that she used to tease luo chenxi more than half a year ago … 

after holding it in for a long time, she finally said, ” “bai shixun is different from young master mu …” 

“what’s different? do you think that second young master bai is a playboy? in truth, mu yichen has a lot 

of flies around him too, but i have my ways of controlling my husband!” 

fang ziqian wanted to say that she was not referring to bai shixun’s philanderer when she said 

‘different’. 

it was just that the bai family’s situation was different from the mu family’s. old master bai’s 

expectations of bai shixun were different from the mu family’s two elders ‘expectations of mu yichen. 

however, she was attracted by luo chenxi’s words before she could say anything. she was immediately 

led astray. 

fang ziqian blinked her eyes and asked curiously,”what’s that?” 

Chapter 1227: grab him and push him down, then give him a super cute daughter 

  

fang ziqian had always felt that luo chenxi was on par with her when it came to relationships. they were 

no better than a blank piece of paper. 



she did not expect luo chenxi to have already mastered the art of controlling her husband when she was 

still unsure whether she liked bai shixun or not! 

did the difference between people have to be so great? 

however, luo chenxi’s chuckling was the only reply she got. 

“little qianqian, you said that you have no feelings for second young master bai. then why are you so 

interested in the art of controlling your husband?” 

fang ziqian choked, realizing that she had said something wrong. 

he quickly changed the topic and snorted, ” “forget it if you don’t want to say it! i … i wasn’t very 

interested in it either …” 

luo chenxi chuckled to herself when she heard her embarrassed tone. she said, ” “it’s actually very 

simple. you just have to hurry up and push him down, and then give him a super cute daughter! just like 

me, tang tang! after that, he was ordered to do the work and change, wash, and cook our daughter’s 

diapers at home … that way, he wouldn’t have time to go out and play, right?” 

fang ziqian opened her mouth and said, ” little wei xi, are you … are you serious? ” 

“of course!” luo chenxi curled her lips and said matter-of-factly, ” “there are many benefits to having a 

little cutie! just like the last time, mu yichen made me angry, so i brought tang tang away from home! if 

he doesn’t listen to me in the future, i’ll treat him like this again!” 

the corners of luo chenxi’s lips cracked into a smile when she thought of her sweet little cotton-padded 

jacket, tang tang. 

he suddenly remembered that he had been worried about fang ziqian and bai shixun for the past few 

days. he had been busy saving them and could only call xiao tuanzi in a hurry every day. the little guy 

was already very unhappy. 
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now that the things here were almost settled, she had to hurry home. 

she had not seen the little dumpling for a few days and missed her to death. 

fang ziqian’s mouth was agape, and her first reaction was … 

“little wei xi, you … you’re so evil! it was simply poisonous! i’m very sympathetic to young master mu 

now …” 

she used to think that luo chenxi would be at a disadvantage if she married mu yichen because he had a 

daughter. 

looking at it now, it seemed that young master mu was the one who suffered a loss! 

he used to have a sweet daughter, but now, his daughter had been taken away by his wife, and they 

were even messing with him together … 



luo chenxi said with a smile, ” as the saying goes, people are divided into groups. my yichen and young 

master bo love children so much. i’m sure second young master bai is the same. you’d better pounce on 

him quickly and give birth to a child. he’ll definitely become a nanny obediently. ” 

“what … what child? i’ve told you, bai shixun and i are not what you think we are!” 

luo chenxi pouted her lips when she heard that fang ziqian was still being stubborn. she did not say 

anything else. 

she could tell that fang ziqian’s heart was already on bai shixun’s side. otherwise, she would not have 

been so intimate with him in the hospital ward. however, she did not know why she was still hesitant. 

however, second young master bai’s attitude was also very clear. he would definitely take the initiative. 

she just had to wait to receive their wedding invitations. 

…… 

luo chenxi accompanied fang ziqian in the hospital for the entire night. 

the next morning, fang ziqian sent her home. 

“i’m fine. why are you still here? those who don’t know would think that my life is in danger! hurry up 

and go back!” 

luo chenxi was still thinking about video-calling the little dumpling. she returned to the hotel after she 

confirmed that fang ziqian was fine. 

she took out her room card, but before she could swipe it, the door opened from the inside. 

before she could react, a man’s big hand reached out, grabbed her wrist, and pulled her in. 

Chapter 1228: hubby … i was wrong, i was wrong! 

  

“stupid woman, you’re finally back! do you still remember that you’re already married?” 

mu yichen pressed the little woman who had gone missing for a night behind the door and asked 

through gritted teeth. 

luo chenxi shuddered. 

what the hell? 

it was only six in the morning. 

mu yichen had been busy the entire day yesterday. shouldn’t he be so tired that he fell asleep the 

moment he laid down? he actually woke up so early? 

could it be that he was waiting here on purpose, preparing to question her … 

“stupid woman, since you’re back, i’ll have to settle the score with you! tell me, what did you do 

wrong?” mu yichen’s handsome face was stern as he spoke coldly. 



luo chenxi had a confused look on her face. 

she … what did she do wrong again? 

how was she supposed to answer this question? 

to be honest, she felt that she had been doing great from morning to night yesterday. it was simply a 

blessing for mu yichen to have a wife as good as her. there was nothing wrong with her at all! 
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just as luo chenxi was lost in her thoughts, the large hand that was placed on her waist slowly moved 

upward. it moved upward along her smooth and tender skin and her exquisite and well-proportioned 

curves. 

strong, powerful, and threatening … 

luo chenxi trembled. ” hubby … i was wrong. i was wrong! ” last night, i shouldn’t have left you at home 

and insisted on accompanying little qianqian in the hospital … however, little qianqian is my best friend. 

it’s normal for me to be worried about her. you can understand, right?” 

she tried her best to recall the little dumpling’s adorable appearance. she widened her eyes and looked 

at mu yichen with an innocent expression. 

mu yichen’s heart skipped a beat when he met her big, clear, and bright eyes. his adam’s apple bobbed 

up and down. 

“hehe, what else? what else did you do wrong?” 

“ah?” 

there … there are more? 

luo chenxi was even more confused now. 

mu yichen’s expression turned even colder when he saw her confused expression. ” what’s wrong? you 

can’t remember? or did he not think he was wrong? since he couldn’t recognize his mistake, then he 

would be even more guilty! let’s settle this properly!” 

as he was speaking, he increased the strength in his arms and lifted luo chenxi up by her waist. 

she turned around and walked towards the big bed in the bedroom. 

luo chenxi was thrown onto the soft water bed. she had just snapped back to her senses when she saw 

mu yichen walking toward her in large strides. 

he was originally only wearing a black sleeping robe. now that he had taken off the belt, the lower hem 

of his sleeping robe immediately came loose, revealing his strong and firm chest muscles and his strong 

eight-pack abs. 

luo chenxi’s gaze shifted downward instinctively. she could not help but swallow her saliva. 

her husband was really handsome … 



those legs, that waist, that body … 

however, in the next second, a naked chest that was suddenly close to her pulled her back to her senses. 

“wait, wait! ‘mu yichen, you … you can’t do this!’ you can’t use domestic violence just because of a 

disagreement! tell me clearly, how did i offend you this time?” 

mu yichen scoffed coldly as he stared at her with a malicious gaze. 

“you still have the nerve to ask! stupid woman, let me ask you, what did you promise me when we went 

to the warehouse to save her last night? hmm?” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. she replied subconsciously, ” “you … you told me to follow your 

orders and not to hit anyone … ah!” 

she suddenly realized the problem and quickly shut her mouth. 

however, mu yichen’s expression had changed. ” so, you still remember what you promised me? ” 

Chapter 1229: was she still her best friend? 

  

“luo chenxi, aren’t you being a little too bold? that was a group of crazy killers! countless people have 

died in their hands, and you actually dared to get out of the car during a gunfight? you even hit people 

yourself?” 

“do you think that you’re very powerful just because you know how to do a few taekwondo moves? ah? 

no matter how good you are, can you be faster than a bullet?” 

“you’re ignoring your husband’s words. do you think i can’t cure you?” 

mu yichen’s accumulated anger burst out all at once. 

he wished that he could strangle this stupid woman to death when he recalled his feelings when he saw 

luo chenxi rush into the warehouse at the time! 

luo chenxi’s face turned pale from his roar. she retorted softly, ” “i was just too worried about little 

qianqian! besides, i didn’t think it was that powerful. i only got out of the car after seeing that mr. luo’s 

men had the situation under control and were relatively safe. when i was beating him up, the killer was 

also held up by the bodyguards, so he was not in danger …” 

mu yichen’s words made it seem like she was brainless. 

however, luo chenxi felt that young master mu was making a mountain out of a molehill. 

she had protected herself very well. 

unfortunately, young master mu didn’t think so. the more he heard, the uglier his face became. 

in the end, he simply pressed luo chenxi down. ” very well. it seems like you don’t recognize your 

mistake at all. how dare you talk back to me! if i don’t teach you a lesson, you won’t remember!” 



it was rare for luo chenxi to see him with such an unpleasant expression. she could not help but have a 

bad premonition in her heart. 
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“mu yichen, you … what are you trying to do?” 

mu yichen did not answer. instead, he reached for his phone on the bedside table and pressed a few 

buttons. ” zhuofeng, you’re not allowed to disturb us for the next seven days. i won’t see anyone! if bai 

shixun needs anything, just send someone to look for he jinsi.” 

upon saying that, he tossed the phone aside. he turned around and grabbed luo chenxi’s ankle as she 

had already fled to the side of the bed. he dragged her back. 

luo chenxi wanted to seize the opportunity to escape, but she was too slow and was caught red-handed. 

“wuwuwu, help! help! there’s a pervert!” 

“very well, it’s one more crime to say that your husband is a pervert!” 

…… 

he said that he would punish her for seven days, but in reality, mu yichen’s phone received more than 

ten consecutive calls from he jinsi three days later. 

he impatiently picked up the call, listened for a while, and then turned to leave. 

this time, he refused to tell her what had happened no matter how much luo chenxi pestered him. 

“you’re disobedient and have a past record, so … this time, you’ll just stay in the hotel! it’s useless to act 

cute!” 

“do you think i want to go with you?” 

luo chenxi smacked the pillow at him forcefully. 

after mu yichen left, she gave fang ziqian a call to confirm that she was doing well and had been 

discharged from the hospital. only then did she heave a sigh of relief. 

“little wei xi, i heard that young master mu hasn’t left his house for three days and three nights in order 

to teach his disobedient wife a lesson … i’m curious, where is your husband-controlling technique? why 

is it useless?” 

was she still her best friend? 

luo chenxi was so furious that she hung up the phone immediately. 

she was about to call the little dumpling when she suddenly received an unexpected call. 

“luo chenxi, i’m tang daier. i heard from my grandpa that you’ve already rescued second young master 

bai, and he’s been touring paris for the past few days?” 

“uh … that’s right …” 



he was indeed touring paris. 

however, the tour was in paris … in the presidential suite of a six-star hotel … in the big bed. 

Chapter 1230: proudness in both love and career 

  

tang daijie did not notice luo chenxi’s strange tone. she continued,”i’ve mentioned it to you before. i 

wanted to meet up with you. when are you guys returning to china? are you free these two days?” 

luo chenxi’s interest was piqued upon hearing his words. 

“i’m free today.” 

” that’s great. i’m at the hotel on xxx road, xxx. can you come over? ” 

luo chenxi agreed. she immediately changed into her casual clothes and put on some light makeup 

before she left the house. 

tang daiyuan’s invitation came just in time. 

it was rare for mu yichen to go out for something, so she could go out and have some fun. 

who asked this man to not tell her what had happened! 

luo chenxi rushed to the hotel mentioned by tang daier and found that it was located in the most 

luxurious part of paris. it was an extremely high-end restaurant. 

the waiter at the door asked her about her identity and brought her to the private room. 

luo chenxi was taken aback when she pushed the door open and took a look inside. 

tang daier was not the only person in the private room. there was a large group of young people! 
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moreover, most of them looked a little familiar. 

they seemed to be her classmates from country Y’s royal academy of fine arts. 

tang daijie saw her and immediately stood up to greet her. ” chenxi, you’re here! we’ve been waiting for 

you for a long time! hurry, come over and sit. this restaurant’s dishes are very famous, and it took me a 

long time to get this order. it’s rare for you to come to paris, you must try it!” 

luo chenxi frowned ever so slightly. she pulled tang daier over and said softly, ” “dai yuan, why are there 

so many people? are you having a class reunion? i thought you were the only one here.” 

“it’s a class reunion today. you haven’t been to one in years!” tang dai laughed. wasn’t this just right? 

we can all get together.” 

luo chenxi pursed her lips but did not speak. 

although not all of her classmates back then were as snobbish as he tina, most of them did not have a 

deep friendship with her. 



some people had even followed the trend and gossiped about her behind her back. 

the only person who had helped her and had a good relationship with her was tang daijie. 

therefore, she had no interest in class reunions. 

tang daijie could see that she was unhappy and said in a low voice, ” “chenxi, i know you have a knot in 

your heart. but don’t worry, with your current status, they won’t dare to say anything. besides, i heard 

from grandpa that you’re still a fashion designer, and you might come to paris to further your career in 

the future. there’s no harm in keeping in touch with your old classmates, right? this circle is only so big, 

and we’ll see each other all the time …” 

luo chenxi felt embarrassed to reject her good intentions, so she could only nod and sit down. 

as soon as she sat down, her classmates gathered around her. 

“chenxi, i didn’t expect you to be even more beautiful than when you were in school after four years!” 

“i heard from dai yuan that you’re now proud of both your love and career, and that you’ve married a 

super handsome husband. is that true?” 

“i’ve always felt that it’s a pity for you to give up on designing. you’re the best design genius in our 

batch! now that i know you’re still doing design in china, i’m relieved. who knows, we might be able to 

work together in the future.” 

sure enough, just as tang daiyuan had said, her former classmates, who used to criticize her in the past, 

had changed their attitudes. not only did they not gossip about her, but they also deliberately tried to 

please her. 

luo chenxi understood the situation after some thought. 

it was probably because tang daiyuan had told him that she had married into a rich family. 

it was different from their student days. after graduating and working, most of their classmates had 

been beaten by society, and most of them knew their own capabilities. 

even if they were jealous, how many of them would dare to show it? 

luo chenxi relaxed and began to chat idly with the crowd. 

in the harmonious atmosphere, no one noticed that he tina, who was in the corner, was glaring at luo 

chenxi ferociously with a gaze filled with jealousy. 

the more her classmates praised luo chenxi, the more upset she felt. 

had they all forgotten how luo chenxi was kicked out of the school in the past? just because she married 

a rich man, she became a winner in life? 

she was not worthy of such an identity and such a man! 

 


